
CALL FOR PAPERS

Claiming the Center Stage: 
Critical Perspectives on Puerto Ricans and 
Dominicans in the Minority-Majority Global City
The 1980s was the last decade in which any one racial or ethnic group had a numerical majority of New York City’s pop-
ulation; yet political representation in its council did not reflect this changed landscape until the 2000s. The past quarter 
century has ushered in tremendous changes in the composition of the city’s population, its economic development and 
neighborhood-level interactions. In the span of a full generation New York has reversed course, overcoming both popu-
lation and economic declines that threatened its vitality. While the city overall has overcome many challenges, questions 
remain as to how the constituent parts of this city have fared during this period of change. Specically, who has advanced 
and who has been left behind?

•	 Research	Awards:	$3,000 stipend, up to $2,000 for research expenses
•	 Deadline	for	Letter	of	Intent/Abstract:	September 30, 2014
•	 Awards	Announcements: October 15, 2014
•	 Deadline	for	drafts	of	papers	to	be	presented	at	Forum:	April 15, 2015
•	 Forum	Target	Date:	May 15, 2015

The Center for Puerto Ricans Studies (Centro) and the CUNY Dominican Studies Institute (CUNY DSI) seek re-
search proposals that result in academic papers for a forum, and their consideration for ultimate publication in a 
special issue of the peer-reviewed Centro Journal. Centro and CUNY DSI seek papers from scholars from a variety 
of disciplines for presentation at the forum, with a goal towards informing policy debates around the following pri-
mary issues and areas of interest:

Research should focus on interactions between Dominicans and Puerto Ricans and the different Latino na-
tional origin groups and with other racial and ethnic groups. Topics of interest include the following, though 
proposals for related topics will also be considered:

Demographic Change and Race Relations: how are the city’s Puerto Ricans and Dominicans interacting with different 
ethnic and racial groups, in different settings, such as in the workplace, in the political arena and governmental bod-
ies, in the school system; what are the sources of commonality and contention; how does affect and intimacy, which 
may result in intermarriage, impact social identities based on national origin, race and ethnicity;

Human Capital and Economic Development: what factors contribute to the disconnection and/or connections to 
school and work among Dominicans and Puerto Ricans; what are strategies to facilitate the transition from youth to 
adulthood; what makes community-based economic development strategies successful; what explains the decline of 
community-based organizations (providers of services) in Dominican and Puerto Rican communities;

Neighborhood Change: as density and demographic composition change in Puerto Rican and Dominican communi-
ties, who and on what basis do the residents make claims to place; do these claims and transformation have a impact 
on people’s lives and their sense of belonging and historical legacy; can economically poor/minority ethnic neigh-
borhoods where Dominicans and Puerto Ricans reside “improve” without “gentrication;”

Political and Civic Engagement: what are the conditions that give rise or not to actual electoral or issue-oriented 
coalitions at the neighborhood, borough and city levels among Dominicans, Puerto Ricans and other groups; if co-
alitions or exchange of support occur, are these enduring coalitions/support or are they episodic; how has increased 
“descriptive representation” aected public policy in New York City; what links are existing political and other com-
munity organizations maintaining with the sending country and how are these relations supporting the incorpora-
tion of the newest Dominicans and Puerto Ricans immigrants; what alternative vehicles exist at the neighborhood 
level for issue of representation;

Assimilation: under what terms and to what extent is the last wave of Puerto Rican and Dominican immigrants be-
coming incorporated in New York City; what are the contours of a New York City pan-ethnic Latino identity as the 
point of reference moves away from the Caribbean towards Central, South America and Mexico; how do African 
Americans accept, reject or complement New York’s Latino population; do competing or alternative identities, such 
as Caribbean identities, Dominican or Puerto Rican transcend the identity of Latino/a and Latinidad?

Other topics: not listed here but clearly related to the themes of the research initiative.

Centro and CUNY DSI will provide selected awardees a stipend of $3,000 to cover research expenses on a compet-
itive basis. Awardees who present a demonstrable need may receive additional supplementary funds for travel ex-
penses, research assistance, and other related expenses. Additional awards are expected to range from $500 to $2,000 
during the course of the research. We expect to award up to 10 research grants. Centro may provide data management 
and statistical analysis assistance, where appropriate. CUNY faculty members may be eligible to receive course re-
lease time as compensation.

For applications, please send a one page narrative of the topic, research questions and methods for the research; and, a 
one page budget and justication, including all related research expenses and whether data management and statistical 
analysis assistance is required.

For further information, please visit www.centropr.hunter.cuny.edu or www.ccny.cuny.edu/dsi

Submit Proposals and Inquiries to: Carlos Vargas-Ramos
E-mail: cvargasr@hunter.cuny.edu 
Phone: 212-772-5707
Center for Puerto Rican Studies, Hunter College
695 Park Avenue, E1429, New York, NY 10065


